The model of Barrett and Wolfe (1) appears to be thought. Since their model may approximate reality with logically and mathematically sound. It also appears to some pathogens this should not be taken as a criticism, represent an extension of my model, but one must suspect but rather a warning: testing or proving such a model that the authors have been thinking about their model for under a wide range of conditions will be quite difficult. some time, and have simply adapted portions of a more Under favorable conditions and in homogeneous host complete effort to fit my assumptions, symbols, and stands, rates of increase of those diseases (cereal rusts and development. Their complete model should prove to be a mildews) for which multilines have been proposed or worthy contribution. My further comments here are developed, are very high. Van der Plank [(5) page 23] cites directed toward acknowledging, clarifying, or an example for wheat stem rust in pure susceptible stands qualitatively extending their model and, briefly, toward in which a can be estimated to be in the range of 5-10, defending the use of a discrete model, such as mine, both depending on what portion of a generation is represented as a first effort and, in this instance, as realistically by 5 days. Fig. 1 -B]. Other separate points to which I shall respond:
